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ABSTRACT
Ground plane slot structures have been shown to reduce coupling between
cosited antennas. Although some such structures have already been reported, no
analytical model exists to describe their behavior and there are no design
guidelines. In this work, the behavior of reported ground plane structures is used
as a clue to obtain generalizable information about such structures’ behavior.
The structures’ scalability and excitation behavior is investigated. Next a circuit
model is derived that describes the interaction of microstrip patch antennas with
a ground plane slot structure based on mutual admittances between the ground
plane slots and the effective slots at the antennas’ radiating edges. The circuit
model leads to design guidelines for the ground plane slot structure and an
approximate relationship between mutual admittances which must be satisfied
in order to isolate the antennas. Finally, we present a novel ground plane slot
structure that mitigates some of the disadvantages of earlier designs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 Introduction
When two or more antennas are located near one another, mutual coupling can
occur between them. This can result in degradation of their radiation patterns
and changes in input impedance. In arrays, mutual coupling can cause enough
impedance mismatch to cause blind angles. Alternatively, if the antennas are
not part of the same system, their coupling may cause the two systems to
receive unwanted signals from one another.
The simplest methods for reducing coupling between adjacent antennas are
moving the antennas further apart and orienting them so that their polarizations
are mismatched [1]. Often the designer of an antenna has no control over its
placement, however, so those methods cannot usually be applied. What remains
is to introduce some structure between the two coupled antennas that prevents
or cancels their mutual excitation. Several such approaches have been reported,
including electronic band gap structures [2], [3], resonant-size ground plane slot
structures [4]–[6], and resonant slot-coupled cavities behind the ground plane [5].
In this work we investigate ground plane slot structures because, out of the
reported approaches, they are the easiest and least expensive to integrate into
an existing system. Electronic band gap structures are very sensitive to
manufacturing error and often require vias through the substrate, which add
cost. A cavity behind the ground plane adds substantial weight and volume.
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The ground plane slot designs have no vias, less intense manufacturing
tolerances, and no added material, so they are quite promising as an approach to
the mutual coupling problem. At present, however, no analytical model for the
slots’ interaction with nearby antennas has been reported, nor have any design
guidelines for their implementation in new systems. For these reasons, this work
examines ground plane slot structures in detail. The goal is to enable designers
to implement slots in more complex situations, such as multiband or
polarization-agile systems, by improving the theoretical understanding of slot
structures and creating an accessible model for use in their design.
The remainder of this chapter will introduce the ground plane slot structures
reported by Chiu et al., Eswarappa et al., and Alvey. The next chapter
compares the performance and scalability of the Chiu and Alvey designs. In
Chapter 3, we investigate the reported slot structures’ excitation behavior. A
circuit model that describes the slots’ interaction with microstrip patch antennas
will be introduced in Chapter 4. Finally the insights gained about excitation will
be combined with the circuit model to develop a new slot design that is more
flexible than those already reported.
1.2 Background: Reported Designs
In this work we use reported ground plane slot designs as clues to develop a
broader understanding of their operation.
The design reported by Chiu et al. is shown in Figure 1.1. Ground plane
slots were added to a two-antenna test configuration. The slots touch the edge
of the ground plane and are cut toward the center, leaving a continuous strip
connecting the ground plane on either side. While the slots were implemented in
systems with several types of antennas, here we focus on their implementation
2
Figure 1.1: Ground plane slot design by Chiu et al. [4].
Figure 1.2: Measured S-parameters reported by Chiu et al. [4].
with microstrip patches. Measured S-parameters reported by Chiu, compared to
a base design without slots, are shown in Figure 1.2 [4]. The reported design
improved in-band isolation by 10.6 dB. The authors described their structure as
a band-stop filter and illustrated this by fabricating a microstrip-fed version [4].
Figure 1.3 shows the design reported by Alvey. In this case, interlacing slots
create a series of meander-line blocks in the center of the ground plane between
two patch antennas. The path length of the meander line in each block is
approximately an effective half wavelength. Simulated and measured
S-parameters reported by Alvey, compared to a base design without slots, are
3
Figure 1.3: Ground plane slot design by Alvey [5].
shown in Figure 1.4. The Alvey slot structure results are labeled “FSS” because
the author believed the slots might be acting as a frequency selective surface.
This design improved in-band isolation by approximately 5 dB.
Figure 1.4: Simulated and measured S-parameters reported by Alvey [5].
In [6], Eswarappa et al. use a periodic grid of resonant-size circles etched in
the ground plane (Figure 1.5) to isolate transmit and receive arrays. The circles’
resonant dimensions were comparable to those of the patches in the array. Thus
the ground plane between the two arrays was etched with circles, rather than
the ground plane between individual antennas. Additionally, to prevent
4
Figure 1.5: Ground plane slot design by Eswarappa et al. [6].
radiation into the back plane, the area with the etched circles was backed by a
cavity. The group reported an isolation improvement between the two arrays of
more than 15 dB. Since this design uses large slot structures that will not fit
between individual antennas in a typical array with half-wavelength spacing, it
does not lend itself to direct comparison with the other reported slot designs.
For the rest of this work we focus on the Chiu and Alvey designs.
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CHAPTER 2
COMPARISON OF REPORTED GROUND
PLANE SLOT STRUCTURES
2.1 Designs for Comparison
This chapter compares the behavior of the ground plane slot designs by Chiu et
al. [4] and Alvey [5]. The reported designs were introduced in Chapter 1 and are
repeated for convenience in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Measured
S-parameters reported by Chiu, compared to a base design without slots, were
shown in Figure 1.2. The reported design improved in-band isolation by 10.6
dB. Simulated and measured S-parameters reported by Alvey, compared to a
base design without slots, were shown in Figure 1.4. This design improved
in-band isolation by approximately 5 dB. An enlarged view of one meander-line
block is shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.1: Ground plane slot design by Chiu et al. [4].
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Figure 2.2: Ground plane slot design by Alvey [5].
Figure 2.3: Enlarged view of Alvey meander-line block design [5].
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Figure 2.4: Simulated S11 (orange) and S21 (blue) from HFSS models of Chiu slot
design (dashed line) and Chiu base configuration (solid line).
First, the two ground plane slot structures were simulated to ensure that
their behavior could be duplicated in Ansoft HFSS [7]. The location of the
probe feeds in the Chiu design had to be shifted toward the antenna centers by
10.75 mm to achieve a good impedance match, but the original designs are
otherwise unchanged. Simulation results from the HFSS model of the Chiu
design are shown in Figure 2.4. Simulation results from the HFSS model of the
Alvey design are shown in Figure 2.5.
2.2 Base Configuration Design Discussion
Since the Chiu and Alvey designs operate at different frequencies on different
substrates, it is difficult to directly compare their behavior. Two different
comparison cases were designed in order to be able to compare “apples to
apples.” In Comparison Case 1, the Alvey and Chiu designs are both
implemented on a base design which operates using the same frequency, antenna
8
Figure 2.5: Simulated S11 (orange) and S21 (blue) from HFSS model of Alvey slot
design (dashed line) and Alvey base configuration (solid line).
dimensions, and substrate as the original Alvey design. In Comparison Case 2,
the base design operates using the frequency, antenna dimensions, and substrate
of the Chiu design. Thus in Case 1 the Chiu design must be modified, and in
Case 2 the Alvey design must be modified.
The original Chiu and Alvey designs also have different antenna orientations.
In the Chiu design, the two antennas are arranged in a line along their H-planes,
while in the Alvey design they are lined up along their E-planes. In order that
the two comparisons be consistent with one another, we will choose the same
antenna orientation for both comparison cases. According to Jedlicka et al. [8],
space-wave coupling is strongest in the E-plane of microstrip patch antennas.
Haddad and Pozar [9] report that patch antennas launch a surface wave mode in
the E-plane that decays as ρ−1/2, while the lowest-order mode in the H-plane
decays as ρ−3/2. Therefore higher surface wave coupling is also expected in the
E-plane. Based on this evidence, arranging the antennas along a line in their
9
Figure 2.6: Base design for Comparison Case 1: r = 2.2, f0 = 2.37 GHz, substrate
thickness 1.575 mm.
E-planes should cause the most coupling in the base case. In order to most
effectively test the isolation improvement provided by the two ground plane slot
structures in a “worst-case” scenario, the antennas will therefore be aligned
along their E-planes in both comparison cases.
The base design for Comparison Case 1 is shown in Figure 2.6. The
dimensions are identical to those of the Alvey base design.
The base design for Comparison Case 2 is shown in Figure 2.7. The antenna
dimensions and edge-to-edge spacing are identical to those of the original Chiu
design, but the antennas are rotated so that they are collinear in the E-plane. In
order to preserve the dimensions of the Chiu slot structure, the ground plane x
dimension is not changed. The ground plane y dimension is increased to
accommodate the new antenna orientation, preserving the space from the
antenna edge to the ground plane edge.
10
Figure 2.7: Base design for Comparison Case 2: r = 4.6, f0 = 0.925 GHz,
substrate thickness 1.6 mm.
2.3 Ground Plane Slot Design Scaling
Since the ground plane slots are not backed by another conductor, they are
subject to a different effective dielectric constant than the patch antennas,
whose resonant cavities are largely contained within the substrate. The effective
dielectric constant is not simply r of the substrate, but instead a weighted
average of the substrate dielectric constant with that of the surrounding air.
When a slot structure is scaled to operate in a different system than it was
originally designed for, the relationship shown in Equation (2.1) is used to
approximate the relationship between the slot structure’s effective wavelengths
in the old and new systems. The effective wavelength of the second design,
denoted λeff2, is related to that of the original design, λeff1, by this ratio. Thus,
given a small amount of knowledge about the resonant behavior of the slots, we
can scale them to the right size relative to the new effective wavelength.
λeff2
λeff1
=
f1
f2
√
w11 + (1− w1)
w22 + (1− w2) (2.1)
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Figure 2.8: Implementation of Alvey design for Comparison Case 1: r = 2.2,
f0 = 2.37 GHz, substrate thickness 1.575 mm. Element width 6.1 mm, line width
0.5 mm, gap width and interelement spacing 0.3 mm, element length 6.2 mm.
The weighting functions w1 and w2 depend on the electrical thickness of the
dielectric and the width of the slots. If the dielectric fills an entire half space,
the weighting function is 1/2. Since the substrate is not infinitely thick, w1 and
w2 are less than 1/2. For many applications it is acceptable to assume a weight
of 1/2, but very thin substrates or high dielectric constants may show noticeable
inaccuracy [10]. The effective wavelength can also be calculated using
expressions for the characteristic properties of stripline in certain circumstances,
but for highly convoluted structures like the Alvey design this may not be
accurate. In certain cases, it is simpler to treat w1 and w2 as unknowns and look
for scaling solutions within the possible range of λeff2 values.
In Case 1, the slots for the Alvey design are implemented on the base design
without changes (Figure 2.8). In order to scale the Chiu slot design for the Case
1 base configuration, we first examine the original design. As will be discussed in
more depth in the next chapter, the Chiu slot structure resonates across the
width of the ground plane, so we know that the original design’s ground plane
12
Figure 2.9: Implementation of Chiu design for Comparison Case 1: r = 2.2,
f0 = 2.37 GHz, substrate thickness 1.575 mm.
width (120 mm) is approximately one half of an effective wavelength. From
Equation (2.1), we calculate that with weighting functions between 0 (free
space) and 1/2 (dielectric filling an entire half space), the effective wavelength
for slots on the Case 1 base configuration could be between 126 cm and 100 mm.
In general a weighting function closer to 0.5 is most accurate, which would mean
the Chiu slot structure should be scaled by a factor of 100 mm/240 mm = 0.42.
Experimentation with scaling factors near 0.42 showed that the best
performance was obtained with a scaling factor of 0.43. Therefore, for Case 1
the Chiu design slots’ length, width, and separation in the y direction are scaled
by a factor of 0.43. Their separation in the x direction does not follow this
scaling factor because the slots are required to touch the edges of the substrate.
The scaled Chiu design is shown in Figure 2.9.
In Case 2, the Chiu design is implemented without scaling and works as
expected. However, we were unable to create a working scaled version of the
Alvey slot structure for this system configuration. This may be due to the
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antennas’ smaller spacing: closer proximity means that each antenna experiences
more capacitance due to mutual coupling. Although narrower line widths and
additional windings of the meander line were attempted, the inductance
achievable by the meander-line blocks was limited, and slot-induced dips in
mutual coupling were only achievable well outside the operating band of the
antennas.
2.4 Simulated Results and Comparison
The two ground plane slot designs were compared based on their success at
isolating the two antennas. In addition, since by including the slot structures we
are breaking the continuity of the ground plane, we expect that the inclusion of
slots may cause additional undesired radiation. Therefore we also examine
backplane and cross-polar radiation. Since no satisfactory Alvey structure
implementation could be found for Case 2, only Case 1 will be included in this
section.
2.4.1 Isolation
Simulated S-parameters for the Case 1 base, Chiu, and Alvey designs are
presented in Figure 2.10. Unsurprisingly, the Alvey design does function as
expected and improve isolation, since it is unchanged from the original design. It
reduces in-band coupling by 5.6 dB. The scaled Chiu design, due to the new
antenna orientation, has a qualitatively different response from Chiu’s reported
design. However, the modified design still improves isolation, reducing in-band
S21 by 5.4 dB compared to the original design’s reported 10.6 dB reduction, and
eliminating the out-of-band peak present in the response of the original design.
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Figure 2.10: Simulated S-parameters for Case 1: base case (dashed line), Alvey
design (solid line), and Chiu design (dotted line).
2.4.2 Undesired radiation
Because the designs introduce slots in the ground plane and modify the ground
plane currents, undesired radiation is a concern. Figures 2.11 through 2.14 show
the co-polar and cross-polar radiation patterns for Comparison Case 1 with both
antennas active. The patterns of the Alvey, Chiu, and base designs are similar
except for a few notable features. In the E-plane co-polar pattern (Figure 2.11),
the Alvey and Chiu slot structures both increase backplane radiation, by about
7 dBi and 10.5 dBi respectively. In the H-plane co-polar pattern (Figure 2.12),
we see the same increase in radiation directly backward, but the Alvey structure
causes deep notches in the radiation pattern at θ = ±130◦. The E-plane
cross-polar levels of the Alvey and Chiu designs are uniformly higher than that
of the base configuration (Figure 2.13). The three systems’ H-plane cross-polar
patterns (Figure 2.14) are virtually identical.
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Figure 2.11: E-plane co-polar realized gain (in dB) of Comparison Case 1 base,
Alvey, and scaled Chiu designs (simulated results from Ansoft HFSS).
Figure 2.12: H-plane co-polar realized gain (in dB) of Comparison Case 1 base,
Alvey, and scaled Chiu designs (simulated results from Ansoft HFSS).
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Figure 2.13: E-plane cross-polar realized gain (in dB) of Comparison Case 1 base,
Alvey, and scaled Chiu designs (simulated results from Ansoft HFSS).
Figure 2.14: H-plane cross-polar realized gain (in dB) of Comparison Case 1 base,
Alvey, and scaled Chiu designs (simulated results from Ansoft HFSS).
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2.5 Conclusions
This chapter’s comparison has determined that both reported designs are
capable of reducing mutual coupling between adjacent antennas. The presence
of either slot structure induced more cross-polarized radiation in the E-plane,
and both slot structures increased backplane radiation (the Chiu structure more
than the Alvey structure). The Alvey design could not be implemented on the
Chiu base configuration, in which the edge-to-edge antenna spacing was much
lower than in the Alvey base configuration, possibly because of the antennas’
increased mutual capacitance. The Chiu design’s response in the
E-plane-oriented base configuration was qualitatively different than its response
in its original, H-plane-oriented implementation. The design also requires that
the slots touch the ground plane edge. These behaviors are related to the slots’
excitation and will be examined further in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
INVESTIGATION OF GROUND PLANE SLOT
STRUCTURE EXCITATION
In this chapter, we examine the excitation of ground plane slot isolation
structures and its dependence on antenna orientation. The first section describes
two example designs’ frequency behavior as the slot structures are scaled with
the antennas in both E-plane and H-plane orientations. Next, simulated data on
ground plane current density is employed to provide more insight into the slot
structures’ excitation modes. An analytical investigation identifies the excitation
modes and their dependence on the antennas’ orientation. Finally, this
information is employed to improve the performance of some of the designs from
Section 3.1.
3.1 Initial Frequency Response to Scaling
In the course of scaling existing ground plane slot designs for the comparison in
Chapter 2, it became clear that the slots’ response to scaling was qualitatively
different depending on the orientation of the antennas. In order to clarify the
effect of the base configuration on ground plane slot excitation, several
combinations of slot design and base configuration were investigated.
In every trial, the slot designs are implemented in a base system
configuration consisting of two antennas sharing a substrate and ground plane.
The previous chapter considered only one antenna orientation with respect to
the slots. In this chapter we will consider two antenna orientations. When the
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Figure 3.1: E-plane base configuration. Substrate height = 1.575 mm, r = 2.2,
f0 = 2.38 GHz, ground plane width = 83 mm.
antennas’ E-planes are aligned (Figure 3.1), it will be referred to as the E-plane
configuration, and when the antennas’ H-planes are aligned (Figure 3.2), it will
be referred to as the H-plane configuration. Both systems are implemented on a
1.575 mm thick substrate with r = 2.2 and the operating frequency is 2.38 GHz.
The slot design reported by Chiu et al. [4] is shown again in Figure 3.3.
Scaling of this slot design was attempted with the antennas’ H-planes aligned, as
in the original design, and with their E-planes aligned (each antenna rotated 90◦
from its original orientation). When the antennas are implemented in the
E-plane system configuration and the slots’ length and width are scaled
uniformly by a scaling factor, the features of the S21 plot induced by the slots
shift in frequency as the scaling factor is modified (Figure 3.4). When the slots
are implemented on the H-plane base configuration, some choices of slot
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Figure 3.2: H-plane base configuration. Substrate height = 1.575 mm, r = 2.2,
f0 = 2.38 GHz. Ground plane x dimension nominally 83 mm, can be varied.
Figure 3.3: Ground plane slot design by Chiu et al. [4].
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geometry result in a frequency response that does not shift with changes in slot
length (Figure 3.5), and other choices of geometry result in a frequency response
that does shift with changing slot length (Figure 3.6). The qualitative difference
in frequency response leads to the expectation that this slot structure can
support two different modes, one of which is only excitable in the H-plane
orientation. The slot length appears to affect the frequency of the slot-induced
features, while the slot width affects the magnitude of the slot-induced features.
In the H-plane configuration, slot width also affects which mode is excited.
Figure 3.4: Response of Chiu slot design to slot scaling when implemented on
E-plane base configuration.
The slot design reported by Alvey [5] is shown in Figure 3.7. An enlarged
view of the meander-line block design is shown in Figure 3.8. The isolation
improvement provided by this slot structure occurred when the total path length
of the meander line was equal to an effective half wavelength at the system
operating frequency. The path length was calculated by following a path directly
along the center of the meandered trace, resulting in the expression given in
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Figure 3.5: Response of Chiu slot design to changes in slot length when imple-
mented on H-plane base configuration with slot width = 1.5 mm and slot spacing
= 2 mm, showing slot dip remains fixed in frequency when slot length is changed.
Figure 3.6: Response of Chiu slot design to changes in slot length when imple-
mented on H-plane base configuration with ground plane width = 53 mm, slot
width = 2 mm, and slot spacing = 2.5 mm. Circled peaks, which are linked to
the independent slot mode, shift up in frequency as slot length decreases.
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Figure 3.7: Ground plane slot design by Alvey [5].
Equation (3.1).
P = 3W + 7L− 9g − 14l (3.1)
Above, W is the element width, L is the element length, g is the gap width, and
l is the line width as shown in Figure 3.8. This slot design was simulated in a
system configured with the antennas’ E-planes aligned, as in the original design,
and with their H-planes aligned (each antenna rotated 90◦ from its original
orientation). When the antennas are in the E-plane orientation, the slots induce
a small peak and adjacent dip in the S21 plot (Figure 3.9). However, when the
antennas are in the H-plane orientation, no slot-induced features of S21 are
apparent (Figure 3.10) [11].
3.2 Ground Plane Currents
The differences in behavior between the E-plane and H-plane imply that these
two slot designs’ excitation depends on the relative orientation and location of
the antennas and slots. In order to gain more insight into the modes of
excitation for each design, we examine the electric field in the slots and currents
on the ground plane, both from simulation.
Ground plane currents and slot fields for the original Chiu design (in which
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Figure 3.8: Enlarged view of Alvey meander-line block design [5].
Figure 3.9: Simulated S21 (dB) of two-antenna system in E-plane configuration
with Alvey slot design y dimension held constant, x dimension (L) varied. Slot-
induced features move up in frequency as L decreases.
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Figure 3.10: S-parameters of two-antenna system in H-plane configuration with
Alvey slot design and without slots (base configuration).
Figure 3.11: Simulated vector current on ground plane of original Chiu slot design,
antennas in H-plane configuration (left antenna active, results from Ansoft HFSS).
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Figure 3.12: Simulated electric field in slots of original Chiu slot design, antennas
in H-plane configuration (left antenna active, results from Ansoft HFSS).
the antennas are in the H-plane orientation) are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12,
respectively. In these figures it is evident that there is a voltage difference across
the width of the ground plane, since the current flows from one edge to the other
and the electric field in the top pair of slots has opposite polarity from the field
in the bottom pair. Ground plane currents and slot fields for a scaled, E-plane
oriented configuration of the Chiu design are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14,
respectively. In this case, the ground plane current and the electric field near the
top pair of slots is the mirror image of that around the bottom pair of slots.
Currents flow from each ground plane edge toward the center, and the electric
field in the top and bottom slot pairs has the same polarity.
When considering the Alvey slot design, the most useful information is
provided by a plot of the surface current magnitude on the ground plane. Figure
3.15 shows the original, E-plane oriented Alvey design’s ground plane surface
current density. The meander-line resonators are strongly excited by the active
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Figure 3.13: Simulated vector current on ground plane of scaled Chiu slot design,
antennas in E-plane configuration (left antenna active, results from Ansoft HFSS).
Figure 3.14: Simulated electric field in slots of scaled Chiu slot design, antennas
in E-plane configuration (right antenna active, results from Ansoft HFSS).
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antenna. When the antennas are in the H-plane orientation, the current density
on the meander-line blocks is much lower (Figure 3.16), which agrees with the
lack of slot effect in the S-parameter plot. In order to clarify the dependence of
excitation on antenna orientation, a version of this design was simulated in which
each meander-line block was rotated by 90◦ (shown close-up in Figure 3.17).
This modified design exhibited negligible excitation of the meander-line blocks
(Figure 3.18), implying that it is the adjacent radiating edge of the antenna that
excites the meander-line blocks and not the direction of current on the patch. A
third configuration using H-plane oriented antennas showed a promising
response, however: when the row of meander-line blocks was split so that the
ground plane was continuous at the center with meander line blocks touching
each edge, plots of ground plane currents showed stronger excitation of the
meander-line blocks (Figure 3.19). This improved response showed that placing
the meander-line blocks in locations where the electric field fringing from the
patches is stronger is a promising strategy for implementing the Alvey slots in an
H-plane configuration, which will be further investigated in the next section.
3.3 Analysis
Using the effective dielectric constant discussed in Chapter 2, we find that in the
original Chiu design the ground plane width is approximately a half wavelength
at 0.97 GHz, in the operating band of the antenna. However, in the scaled
configuration that produced Figure 3.5, the ground plane was near an effective
half wavelength at 1.8 GHz while the operating frequency of the antenna was
2.38 GHz. This information on the electrical size of the design, together with the
current and field plots presented earlier, leads to the conclusion that the H-plane
orientation can excite a dipole-like mode in the Chiu slots. The opposite
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Figure 3.15: Simulated surface current magnitude on ground plane of original
Alvey design (E-plane configuration, left antenna active, results from Ansoft
HFSS).
Figure 3.16: Simulated surface current magnitude on ground plane of Alvey design
with antennas in H-plane orientation (left antenna active, results from Ansoft
HFSS).
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Figure 3.17: Enlarged view of rotated meander-line block design tested in H-plane
configuration.
Figure 3.18: Simulated surface current magnitude on ground plane of Alvey de-
sign with meander-line blocks rotated by 90◦, H-plane configuration (left antenna
active, results from Ansoft HFSS).
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Figure 3.19: Simulated surface current magnitude on ground plane of modified
Alvey design with a gap in the center of the row of meander-line blocks (H-plane
configuration, left antenna active, results from Ansoft HFSS).
polarity between the top and bottom slot pairs follows the opposing polarity of
the adjacent patch’s fringing fields at the top and bottom edges. The behavior
of this mode implies that for this mode to be excited, the ground plane size
cannot be freely chosen - it is constrained by the effective wavelength for the
slots. Because of that, if this configuration is implemented on a substrate with a
relatively low dielectric constant, the dimension of the ground plane may not be
much larger than the dimension of the antenna. In Figure 3.20, the slot-induced
maximum moves up in frequency as the ground plane width decreases.
In the E-plane oriented scaled configuration of the Chiu slots, the ground
plane width was approximately 0.84λeff at 2.38 GHz. Since the ground plane
width is not close to a half wavelength, the dipole excitation mode would not be
excited at this frequency. However, the slots produced substantial improvement
in isolation between the antennas. This points to the existence of another
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Figure 3.20: Simulated S-parameters for scaled Chiu design with varying ground
plane width. Slot length = 28 mm, slot width = 1.5 mm, and slot spacing = 2
mm (results from Ansoft HFSS).
excitation mode for the Chiu slot structure. The length of an individual slot is
approximately λeff/4 in the operating band. With that in mind, consider the
resemblance of the strip between the slots to a CPW line. The line then
transforms the apparent “open” at the ground plane edge to a “short” near the
center. Munk refers to this type of behavior as a “load null” when it occurs in a
frequency-selective surface [10]. The quarter-wavelength slots terminated in an
open can also be considered similar to the dual of a monopole above a ground
plane.
In the system that generated the data in Figure 3.6, the slots are
implemented in an H-plane configuration and the ground plane size is constant
at 53 mm, but some features (circled in the figure) of the frequency response
shift with changing slot length. The slot length at the frequencies of the
slot-induced S21 features is approximately λeff/4, implying that the slots are
being excited independently as quarter-wavelength monopoles as they were in
the E-plane configuration. The only differences between this system and the
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dipole-excited system are the slot width and spacing, so it must be the choice of
these dimensions that influences the characteristic impedances of the two modes
and determines which mode is preferred. The peak marked with a triangle in
Figure 3.6 corresponds with the dipole mode, since it is also present in Figure
3.20.
In the case of the Alvey design, our various trials of rotating and moving the
slots led to two conclusions. First, the rotated blocks were less responsive to
excitation than the nonrotated blocks, even when the antenna was rotated.
From this it is clear that the most effective block orientation is not determined
by the direction of the antenna’s current, but by the distribution of the fringing
fields along the nearest antenna edge. Second, since the meander-line blocks’
excitation was improved when they were placed near the edge of the ground
plane in the H-plane configuration but at the center in the E-plane
configuration, blocks should be placed in areas where the electric fringing field
from the patch edge is strongest.
3.4 Modified Designs
This investigation was undertaken because the ground plane slot designs under
consideration demonstrated qualitatively different behavior when the antennas’
orientation was changed or when the slots were implemented in a different
system. In two of those cases, once the design was changed the slots no longer
provided an in-band isolation improvement. Those were the scaled
implementation of the Chiu design in the H-plane configuration (S-parameters
shown in Figure 3.5) and the H-plane implementation of the Alvey design
(S-parameters in Figure 3.10). In this section, we revisit those cases and
introduce modifications so that the slots effectively operate to decrease coupling
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in their new environment.
The Chiu slot design has a simple geometry which supports clearly
identifiable modes. Here, the key information is that for excitation in the
H-plane orientation, the ground plane width must be close to an effective half
wavelength in the slots’ composite substrate-air medium. Decreasing the ground
plane width to 53 mm, barely larger than the antennas themselves, moves the
slot-induced peak up in frequency but does not place it in the operating band
(see Figure 3.20). It is close enough, however, that the adjacent dip reduces S21
by 7.4 dB. Since there are two modes present, we can also influence the
slot-induced feature’s location by changing the slot length. Figure 3.21 shows
the S-parameters of the system when the ground plane width is 53 mm and the
slot length is reduced from 28 mm to 25 mm. The slot-induced features shift
further upward in frequency. Isolation shows little improvement in this
configuration, increasing by 0.2 dB to 7.6 dB.
Figure 3.21: S-parameters for Chiu design operating in dipole mode with ground
plane width = 53 mm, slot width = 1.5 mm, slot spacing = 2 mm, and slot length
= 25 mm (results from Ansoft HFSS).
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Since Alvey’s meander-line blocks performed better in the H-plane
configuration when placed near the ground plane edge, similar reasoning
suggested that a half-wavelength ground plane should provide better excitation
of the slot structure. The Alvey design originally had a ground plane width of
83 mm. When the antennas are rotated into the H-plane configuration and the
meander line blocks moved to the ground plane edges, a ground plane width of
48 mm provided best isolation between the antennas. This is 0.49λeff , slightly
smaller than the ground plane width for the Chiu design at this frequency. The
difference may be due to additional surface inductance presented by the
meander lines in the slot area, which extends the slot structure’s electrical
length slightly. Figure 3.22 shows how isolation responds to changing the ground
plane width. The slots induce a dip in S21 that moves up in frequency as the
ground plane width decreases.
Figure 3.22: S-parameters for H-plane configuration Alvey design with center gap
and varying ground plane width (results from Ansoft HFSS).
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3.5 Conclusions
We have presented an analysis of how ground plane slot structures’ excitation
depends on both antenna orientation and slot placement. Results showed that
slots must be placed near maxima of the fringing fields. This led to the
conclusion that for an E-plane configuration slots should be near the center of
the ground plane, while for an H-plane configuration they should be near the
edges of the ground plane and the total structure’s electrical length should be an
effective half wavelength.
This constraint on the total structure’s size also places a constraint on the
size of the ground plane. If one chooses a low-dielectric substrate, the ground
plane width could be very close to the antenna size, leading to strong effects
from the finite ground plane. However, the modified Chiu and Alvey slot
designs’ final ground plane widths were slightly different. The presence of the
Alvey design’s meander-line blocks appears to have added a surface reactance
that changed the resonant length of the slot structure. This type of effect could
help mitigate the ground plane size constraint in H-plane configurations, in the
same way that loading a dipole antenna can aid in miniaturization, but only
within a range of ground plane widths close to an effective half wavelength.
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CHAPTER 4
A CIRCUIT MODEL FOR ANTENNA
SYSTEMS WITH GROUND PLANE SLOTS
This chapter presents a circuit model to represent a system with two microstrip
patch antennas and a ground plane slot structure. The first section will develop
a transmission line model that describes coupling between two microstrip patch
antennas and the resonant slot structure. Simplifications that are possible
depending on the physical configuration will also be discussed. The circuit
model depends on a calculation of the mutual admittance between the antennas’
radiating edges and the resonant slots in the ground plane. Because the
distances involved are not large enough to permit the far field approximation,
the mutual admittances must be calculated numerically. This method is briefly
discussed. Finally, the model and mutual admittance calculation are employed
to predict the behavior of an example design.
4.1 Transmission-Line Model
Consider two rectangular patch antennas sharing a ground plane in which a
resonant slot structure is present (Figure 4.1). For the moment, it is not
necessary to know their relative positions or orientations. That said,
cross-polarized slots will not couple to one another, so it should be pointed out
that some configurations are not relevant to the current discussion. For purposes
of calculating mutual admittance, the slots and the radiating edges of each
antenna will be represented by equivalent distributions of magnetic current.
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Figure 4.1: Problem geometry: two microstrip patch antennas with a shared
ground plane which contains some slot structure. Electric fringing field along
patches’ edges is modeled as electric field in slots (areas with diagonal lines) for
the purpose of self and mutual admittance calculations.
The circuit model we present in Figure 4.2 is based on the transmission line
model for microstrip patch antennas [12], [13], with the addition of dependent
current sources to account for mutual coupling. The presence of the sources has
the same effect as a lumped mutual admittance, so we represent the coupling as
a dependent source in order to obtain a more straightforward diagram. At each
end of the transmission line representing each patch antenna, a shunt
admittance accounts for the radiated wave (this is the self-admittance of the
equivalent radiating slot [13]). Then four current sources account for coupling of
that slot with the other edge of the same antenna, the two equivalent slots of the
second antenna, and the ground plane slot structure. The ground plane slots are
modeled simply as their own self-admittance in parallel with four current sources
representing their coupling with the two equivalent slots on each of the two
antennas. As shown in Figure 4.3, if the voltages at either end of a patch
antenna are both defined from the patch (positive) to the ground plane
(negative), then the directions of voltage definition in the equivalent radiating
slots on either end must oppose each other. Although the voltages will be 180◦
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Y22 IM2
Antenna 1
V1YS1 V2YS2 YSS V3YS3 V4YS4 Slot Structure
IM3 Y33
Y02
Port 2
Y02
Y44 IM4
Antenna 2
Figure 4.2: Transmission line model of two-antenna system including coupling
from ground plane slot structure.
out of phase when the antenna is fed due to the length of the patch, here we are
concerned with the direction of voltage definition, not the sign of the voltage
itself. The orientation of the current sources in the transmission line model
from [13] account for this voltage convention already. In this situation, since it is
impossible for all the slot voltages to oppose all the other slot voltages, certain
admittance terms undergo a sign change, as is evident in Equations (4.1)
through (4.4):
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Figure 4.3: Definition of voltage for mutual admittance calculation to agree with
circuit model.
IM1 = Y12V2 − Y13V3 + Y14V4 − Y1SVS (4.1)
IM2 = Y21V1 + Y23V3 − Y24V4 + Y2SVS (4.2)
IM3 = −Y31V1 + Y23V2 + Y34V4 − Y3SVS (4.3)
IM4 = Y41V1 − Y42V2 + Y43V3 + Y4SVS (4.4)
In certain system configurations, the model can be simplified. For instance, if
the antennas are arranged along a line in their E-planes, as in Figure 4.4,
coupling from the effective slots at the far edges of each antenna will be weaker
than the contribution from the edges closer to the center, especially if the
edge-to-edge separation is not large. Therefore, depending on the degree of
precision desired and the separation between the antennas, current sources that
represent coupling involving these edges may be neglected. The obvious choice is
to eliminate the terms that couple the far edges to one another, but if the
edge-to-edge antenna spacing is less than the length of the patch, it may also be
reasonable to neglect the far edge slots’ coupling with the center edge slots and
the ground plane slots. That leaves us to model the interaction of only three
structures, rather than five (Figure 4.5).
If the antennas are aligned along a line through their H-planes and closely
spaced, the nonradiating edges’ fringing fields may also contribute to coupling.
These can be included in the model by modifying the radiating edge equivalent
slots into a U-shape whose arms each include half of one nonradiating slot’s
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Figure 4.4: Antennas closely spaced and arranged in a line along their E-planes,
which can be approximated with a simpler circuit model.
Y11
Y01 Y01
Y22 IM2 V2YS2 YSS V3YS3
Figure 4.5: Simplified transmission line model for closely spaced E-plane oriented
configuration. Antenna 2, not pictured, is a mirror image of Antenna 1 (with
appropriate substitution of component values).
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Figure 4.6: H-plane configuration geometry with radiating edge effective slots
modified into U shape that includes nonradiating edges’ field distribution.
sinusoidal field distribution (Figure 4.6). Those slots are then included in the
circuit model as before. If the antenna spacing is very small, this will not
appropriately model the coupling between the antennas, because the
contribution of the nonradiating edges to coupling would be greater. The effect
of this would be a per-unit-length mutual admittance, at which point the
antennas may be better treated as a pair of coupled lines. In situations where
the antenna spacing is small enough that one wishes to include the nonradiating
slots but large enough that a coupled-line model is inappropriate, conversion to
U-shaped slots can account for the mutual coupling due to the nonradiating
edges. The approach preserves the model’s simplicity at the cost of changing a
per-unit-length mutual admittance to a lumped mutual admittance that
terminates the transmission line model.
To obtain a solution for the current and voltage at Port 1 and at Port 2, we
begin by defining ports for the ground plane slots and each of the antennas’
equivalent radiating slots, as shown in Figure 4.7. The slot ports’ voltages and
currents are related by a set of mutual admittances, as in Equation (4.5).
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Figure 4.7: Transmission line model of two-antenna system including coupling
from ground plane slot structure and slot port definitions for circuit analysis.
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0

=

Y11 Y12 −Y13 Y14 −Y1S
Y21 Y22 Y23 −Y24 Y2S
−Y31 Y32 Y33 Y34 −Y3S
Y41 −Y42 Y43 Y44 Y4S
−YS1 YS2 −YS3 YS4 YSS

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V1
V2
V3
V4
VS

(4.5)
VS is not directly connected to any port, so it is a known function of the
other four voltages:
VS =
1
YSS
(−YS1V1 + YS2V2 − YS3V3 + YS4V4) (4.6)
We can subtitute this expression into Equation (4.5) to obtain

I1
I2
I3
I4
0

=
[
Yc
] [
A
]

V1
V2
V3
V4
0

(4.7)
where the matrix Yc is the admittance matrix in Equation (4.5) and the matrix
A is given by
[
A
]
=

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
−YS1/YSS YS2/YSS −YS3/YSS YS4/YSS 0

(4.8)
We also know that Slot 1 and Slot 2 are connected in parallel by
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Figure 4.8: Diagram of the connection between Port 1, Slot 1, and Slot 2, including
voltage and current definitions.
transmission lines to Port 1, as shown in Figure 4.8. Slot 3 and Slot 4 are
similarly connected to Port 2. We can now create admittance matrices for the
relationships between these voltages and currents:

IP1
−I1
−I2
 =

jY01(cot(β1LL1) + cot(β1LR1)) −jY01/ sin(β1LL1) −jY01/ sin(β1LR1)
−jY01/ sin(β1LL1) jY01 cot(β1LL1) 0
−jY01/ sin(β1LR1) 0 jY01 cot(β1LR1)

×

VP1
V1
V2
 (4.9)
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
IP2
−I3
−I4
 =

jY02(cot(β2LL2) + cot(β2LR2)) −jY02/ sin(β2LL2) −jY02/ sin(β2LR2)
−jY02/ sin(β2LL2) jY02 cot(β2LL2) 0
−jY02/ sin(β2LR2) 0 jY02 cot(β2LR2)

×

VP2
V3
V4
 (4.10)
The inverses of the above Y matrices give us VP1, VP2, V1, V2, V3, and V4 in
terms of IP1, IP2, I1, I2, I3, and I4. Substituting those relationships back into
Equation (4.7), we obtain

I1
I2
I3
I4
0

=
[
Yc
] [
A
]

Z1P1IP1 − Z11I1 − Z12I2
Z2P1IP1 − Z21I1 − Z22I2
Z3P2IP2 − Z33I3 − Z34I4
Z4P2IP2 − Z43I3 − Z44I4
0

(4.11)
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From 4.11, a little rearranging obtains

[
Identity
]
+
[
Yc
] [
A
]

Z11 Z12 0 0 0
Z21 Z22 0 0 0
0 0 Z33 Z34 0
0 0 Z43 Z44 0
0 0 0 0 0



I1
I2
I3
I4
0

=
[
Yc
] [
A
]

Z1P1IP1
Z2P1IP1
Z3P2IP2
Z4P2IP2
0

(4.12)
In Equation (4.12) we have the currents I1, I2, I3, and I4 in terms of IP1 and
IP2. To obtain the voltages VP1 and VP2 we refer back to Equations (4.9) (4.10);
the inverses of the admittance matrices used in those equations give us VP1 and
VP2 in terms of the currents obtained in Equation (4.12).
In the case of the simplified E-plane configuration model, the calculation is
greatly simplified because coupling is restricted to a 2-port network involving
Slot 2, the ground plane slot structure, and Slot 3, as shown in Figure 4.9. This
network can be described by an ABCD matrix. The transmission lines
connecting this network to the antenna ports can also be represented as ABCD
matrices and included in a cascade. We are left with one large network
represented by the cascade of ABCD matrices, on which the left-hand port is
connected in parallel to Port 1 and the left half of Antenna 1, and the right-hand
port is connected in parallel to Port 2 and the right half of Antenna 2.
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Y22 IM2 YSSIMS Y33IM3
Figure 4.9: Two-port network including all mutual coupling in the simplified E-
plane model.
The central network including the slots’ mutual coupling is described by
Ac =
Y33 − YS3Y3S/YSS
Y32 + YS2Y3S/YSS
(4.13)
Bc =
1
Y32 + YS2Y3S/YSS
(4.14)
Cc =
(
Y22 − YS2Y2S
YSS
)(
Y33 − YS3Y3S/YSS
Y32 + YS2Y3S/YSS
)
−
(
Y23 +
Y2SYS3
YSS
)
(4.15)
Dc =
Y22 − Y2SYS2/YSS
Y32 + YS2Y3S/YSS
(4.16)
Then we can create ABCDmid, which describes everything between Port 1
and Port 2 in Figure 4.5.
Amid Bmid
Cmid Dmid
 =
 cos(β1LR1) jZ01 sin(β1LR1)
jY01 sin(β1LR1) cos(β1LR1)

×
Ac Bc
Cc Dc
×
 cos(β2LL2) jZ02 sin(β2LL2)
jY02 sin(β2LL2) cos(β2LL2)
 (4.17)
Amid = cos(β1LR1) (Ac cos(β2LL2) + jBcY02 sin(β2LL2)) (4.18)
+ jZ01 sin(β1LR1) (Cc cos(β2LL2) + jDcY02 sin(β2LL2)) (4.19)
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Bmid = cos(β1LR1) (jZ02Ac sin(β2LL2) +Bc cos(β2LL2)) (4.20)
+ jZ01 sin(β1LR1) (jZ02Cc sin(β2LL2) +Dc cos(β2LL2)) (4.21)
Cmid = jY01 sin(β1LR1) (Ac cos(β2LL2) + jBcY02 sin(β2LL2)) (4.22)
+ cos(β1LR1) (Cc cos(β2LL2) + jDcY02 sin(β2LL2)) (4.23)
Dmid = jY01 sin(β1LR1) (jZ02Ac sin(β2LL2) +Bc cos(β2LL2)) (4.24)
+ cos(β1LR1) (jZ02Cc sin(β2LL2) +Dc cos(β2LL2)) (4.25)
Finally, we can use this network representation and the input impedances of
the left half of Antenna 1 (Zt1) and the right half of Antenna 2 (Zt4) to find
ABCDt for the total network connected to Ports 1 and 2 in the simplified
E-plane model.
Zt1 = Z01
1/Y11 + jZ01 tan(β1LL1)
Z01 + j(1/Y11) tan(β1LL1)
(4.26)
Zt4 = Z02
1/Y44 + jZ02 tan(β2LR2)
Z02 + j(1/Y44) tan(β2LR2)
(4.27)
At = Amid (4.28)
Bt = Bmid (4.29)
Ct =
Amid(CmidZt4 +Dmid)
AmidZt4Bmid
(4.30)
Dt = Dmid +
Bmid
Zt1
(4.31)
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4.2 Self and Mutual Admittance Calculation
Mutual coupling between the slots in this model has been calculated using the
induced EMF method, as described in [14] and implemented in [13]. We treat
the problem by considering one pair of slots at a time and finding their mutual
admittance. In general, the mutual admittance between two slots is given by
Y ∗21 =
−1
V ∗1 V2
∫∫
~H1
∗ · ~M2dS2 (4.32)
Above, ~H1 is the field due to the impressed magnetic current in Slot 1 when Slot
2 is not present, ~M2 is the impressed magnetic current in Slot 2, and the integral
is taken over the area of Slot 2. V1 and V2 are voltages defined across the slots.
One can choose any path across a slot to define voltage, so that field and voltage
are related by integration along that path. The expressions for the field and
magnetic current will carry a factor of Vn which will simply be canceled by the
leading 1/Vn factor.
First the magnetic field due to Slot 1 in the absence of Slot 2 must be
calculated. We use the equivalence principle to replace the field in the slot, ~E1,
by a magnetic surface current ~M1 = −zˆ × ~E1, then to remove the ground plane
by doubling ~M1 [15]. The field we calculate from this new problem geometry will
be valid in the upper half space of the original problem (with the ground plane
present).
The mutual admittance can be obtained using a 3× 3 matrix H˜ representing
the magnetic field components of an arbitrarily directed infinitesimal magnetic
dipole, as in Equation (4.33) [13].
Y ∗21 =
−1
V ∗1 V2
∫∫ ∫∫
~M1
∗
(r1) · H˜∗(r2, r1) · ~M2(r2)dS1dS2 (4.33)
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Because both ~M1 and ~M2 are, except in special cases, purely yˆ directed currents,
we are mainly concerned with the yˆ component of the magnetic field that would
be radiated by a yˆ directed magnetic dipole, the Hyy component of H˜.
Hyy(r2, r1) is given by
Hyy(r2, r1) =
je−jk0r
2pik0η0
1
2
((
jk0
r2
+
1
r3
)
cos2 θ(y) +
1
2
(
k20
r
− jk0
r2
+
1
r3
)
sin2 θ(y)
)
(4.34)
where θ(y) and φ(y) are defined so that
sin θ(y) =
√
∆z2 + ∆x2/r (4.35)
sinφ(y) = ∆x/(r sin θ(y)) (4.36)
cos θ(y) = ∆y/r (4.37)
cosφ(y) = ∆y/(r sin θ(y)) (4.38)
Should we be interested in including fields from xˆ directed currents, for instance
in the case of close coupling in the H-plane, we would need to include Hxy, Hyx,
and Hxx as well. Hxy, the xˆ-directed magnetic field due to a yˆ-directed
infinitesimal magnetic dipole, is given by
Hxy(r2, r1) =
je−jk0r
2pik0η0
1
2
(
−
(
jk0
r2
+
1
r3
)
cos θ(y) sin θ(y) sinφ(y)+
1
2
(
k20
r
− jk0
r2
+
1
r3
)
sin θ(y) cos θ(y) sinφ(y)
)
(4.39)
The relevant magnetic field components due to xˆ-directed magnetic dipoles
are
Hxx(r2, r1) =
je−jk0r
2pik0η0
1
2
((
jk0
r2
+
1
r3
)
cos2 θ(x) +
1
2
(
k20
r
− jk0
r2
+
1
r3
)
sin2 θ(x)
)
(4.40)
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Hyx(r2, r1) =
je−jk0r
2pik0η0
1
2
(
−
(
jk0
r2
+
1
r3
)
cos θ(x) sin θ(x) cosφ(x)+
1
2
(
k20
r
− jk0
r2
+
1
r3
)
sin θ(x) cos θ(x) cosφ(x)
)
(4.41)
where θ(x) and φ(x) are defined as
sin θ(x) =
√
∆z2 + ∆y2/r (4.42)
sinφ(x) = ∆z/(r sin θ(x)) (4.43)
cos θ(x) = ∆x/r (4.44)
cosφ(x) = ∆y/(r sin θ(x)) (4.45)
The mutual admittance calculation just presented assumes impressed
magnetic currents, which renders it unsuitable for calculation of self-admittance.
Since the slots in the ground plane do not necessarily have a uniform field
distribution, closed-form expressions for a slot’s self-admittance may not be
applied. Instead, we calculate self-admittance using a spectral method similar to
the one described by Harrington in [16, Section 4.11], modified to account for a
slot of finite extent. The tangential electric field distribution in the slot must be
known or assumed.
Gs =
1
a2
k∫
0
2pi∫
0
j√
k2 − k2x − k2y
k2 − k2y
jωµ
∣∣∣E˜x(kx, ky)∣∣∣2 kρdkρdα (4.46)
Bs =
1
a2
∞∫
k
2pi∫
0
j√
k2 − k2x − k2y
k2 − k2y
jωµ
∣∣∣E˜x(kx, ky)∣∣∣2 kρdkρdα (4.47)
Above, kx = kρ cosα, ky = kρ sinα, and E˜x is the Fourier transform of the xˆ
directed electric field component in the slot. These expressions were developed
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for a slot in a ground plane surrounded by free space. For slots with a substrate,
we approximate the effective medium experienced by the slot by setting
k = 2pi/λeff . This approach models the correct electrical size of the slots but
does not include the effect of surface waves. Other options are to treat the slots
as though they are surrounded by free space [17], or to account for surface wave
effects by explicitly modeling the substrate [18].
By referring to Babinet’s principle, we can perform a simple test of the
self-admittance calculation by relating the self-admittance of a slot dipole to the
well-known self-impedance of its dual, a metal dipole:
Zmetal
4η2
= Yslot (4.48)
The self-admittance of a 61 mm slot dipole (without a substrate) was calculated
(Figure 4.10) using both Babinet’s principle and the method from [16]. The
self-impedance of the metal dipole was calculated from the expression given
in [19] for a cylindrical dipole; discrepancy between the two results is likely due
to the fact that a cylindrical dipole is not precisely the dual of a planar slot.
4.3 Results
Using the simplified E-plane model presented in Section 4.1 and the mutual
admittance calculation discussed in Section 4.2, S-parameters were calculated for
Chiu slot structure scaled by a factor of 0.45 and implemented on the E-plane
base configuration (Figure 4.11). The calculation correctly predicts the presence
of the slot-induced dip in S21, but the dip occurs at 2.4875 GHz in the
calculated data as compared to 2.2625 GHz in the simulated data. This
constitutes a 9.9% prediction error in frequency, which may be due either to our
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Figure 4.10: Real and imaginary parts of self-admittance of a 61 mm slot dipole
as calculated from [16] (solid lines) and using Babinet’s principle with the self-
impedance of a cylindrical dipole, from [19].
use of the simplified E-plane model for calculation, or to the fact that the
admittance calculations represented the substrate as a uniform effective
dielectric constant rather than accounting for it precisely. More accurate results
may be obtainable by employing the method described in [18] for calculating the
fields from a slot with a substrate. The calculation also generally overestimates
coupling compared to the simulated data.
4.4 Analysis
The circuit equations in Section 4.1 are too convoluted to yield much insight
into the system’s operation by direct examination. However, in conjunction with
the circuit model’s geometry they can help us arrive at design guidelines.
Consider a single patch antenna in the absence of the slots and coupling
antenna, whose transmission line model is shown in Figure 4.12. The model
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Figure 4.11: Calculated S-parameters for scaled Chiu slot structure implemented
on E-plane oriented base configuration, compared to calculated base configuration
S-parameters and simulated results for the same models.
includes coupling between the two radiating edges of the antenna. If a second
antenna and ground plane slots are added, the effect on this antenna is the
addition of three more dependent current sources on each end of the model, as
in Figure 4.13. The point of including the ground plane slot structure is to
remove the effect of the first antenna on the second antenna (and vice versa). If
Antenna 1 is active, this means that we would like to have IM3 = 0 and IM4 = 0,
so that Antenna 1 produces no effect on Antenna 2.
IM3 and IM4 are given by
IM3 = −Y31V1 + Y23V2 + Y34V4 − Y3SVS (4.49)
IM4 = Y41V1 − Y42V2 + Y43V3 + Y4SVS (4.50)
In order to arrive at a more conceptual understanding of the situation, we
will address the simplified E-plane model for closely spaced antennas. In that
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V2Y12 Y11
Y0 Y0
Y22 V1Y21
Figure 4.12: Transmission line model for single patch antenna, including coupling
between edge slots.
Y22 V1Y21 V3Y23 V4Y24 VSY2S
Figure 4.13: Dependent current sources on one radiating edge of one patch in the
presence of ground plane slots and a second antenna.
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case, we neglect coupling with Slot 4, and IM4 goes to zero. We are left with
IM3 = V2Y32 − VSY3S (4.51)
= V2Y32 − Y3S
YSS
(YS2V2 − YS3V3) (4.52)
= V2Y32 − Y3S
YSS
(
YS2V2 − YS3
Y33
IM3
)
(4.53)
IM3 = V2
Y32 − Y3SYS2YSS
1− Y3SYS3
YSSY33
(4.54)
In order to remove the excitation of the second antenna, the two terms in the
denominator of IM3 must cancel, resulting in Equation (4.55). The sign of the
second term in Equation (4.55) is negative for this case, but for other slot pairs
it depends on the direction of voltage definition across the two equivalent
radiating slots, which is a consequence of the choice of slots and the orientation
of the antennas with respect to one another.
Y32 − Y3SYS2
YSS
= 0 (4.55)
Since we expect that YS2 and Y3S are not large, YSS should be very small in
order to present an adequate susceptance. This suggests that the ground plane
slots’ behavior should resemble a parallel-resonant “tank circuit,” since that is
an effective way to present a very small admittance. The implication of
Equation (4.55) is that the ground plane slot structure should resonate as part
of a larger circuit that includes the mutual admittances between itself and the
antennas’ radiating edge slots.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a circuit model that accounts for the mutual
admittance among radiating edge slots on two patch antennas and a ground
plane slot structure. We have analyzed the circuit model and presented
expressions from which ABCD parameters can be derived. In addition, a
simplified circuit model was presented for one system configuration, which aided
in the conceptual analysis of the circuit model’s implications. Finally, this
conceptual analysis led to an approximate condition that yields some design
guidelines for ground plane slot structures in general.
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CHAPTER 5
A NOVEL GROUND PLANE SLOT DESIGN
Of the two ground plane slot structure designs that have been investigated here,
both have disadvantages that make their implementation in new systems
difficult. The Alvey design is complicated and presents an unknown surface
reactance that changes the effective wavelength in the slot medium, forcing the
engineer to use an iterative design process. It is difficult to predict the
cumulative effect of local inductances and capacitances on the overall
admittance behavior of the meander-line blocks. The Chiu design is simpler but
requires its slots to be terminated with the edge of the ground plane,
constraining the ground plane width in some situations and making it unsuitable
for planar arrays. In this chapter we design a new ground plane slot structure
using the information and concepts developed in previous chapters. The slot
structure will have a simple, explicit design and will not place any requirements
on the ground plane width.
5.1 Mustache Design Concept
From Chapter 4, we know that the slot structure must be a resonator which
couples well to the antennas’ radiating edge slots. The ground plane slots’
self-admittance and their mutual admittances with nearby antennas should be
specific to the system configuration, so at this point our task is merely to choose
a resonator for which those values can be easily tuned.
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The simplest and most well-understood slot structure we can choose is a
straight one, like that of the Chiu design. In order to remove the requirement
that the slot be terminated at the ground plane, we examine the relationship of
current and voltage at some location l1 on a shorted slot:
V
I
= Zin1 = jZ01 tan (βl1) (5.1)
If both ends are shorted, a resonant slot has L = nλs/2 at its operating
frequency. We can also write the input impedance looking in the other direction
at l1:
Zin2 = jZ01 tan (β(L− l1)) (5.2)
= jZ01 tan
(
2pi
λs
(nλs/2− l1)
)
(5.3)
= −jZ01 tan (β(l1)) (5.4)
= Z∗in1 (5.5)
If we terminate the slot with an input impedance equal to Zin2 from Equation
(5.4), we can create a resonant slot of any length because, as far as the voltage
and current are concerned, it will still appear to be terminated by a short at L.
The termination impedance will be provided by one or more shorted stub
slots. If it is necessary to use miniaturizing techniques like spiraling or
meandering, it is best to choose these slots to be very narrow so that the
miniaturization technique has minimal effect on the reactance they present. The
input reactance of a shorted stub is given by
jXinS = jZ02 tan (βl2) (5.6)
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For this work we will use two stubs to provide the termination impedance. In
order to preserve the current distribution of a resonant half-wavelength slot, the
relationship between Zin1 and XinS when there are two stubs of the same length
is
Zin2 = −Zin1 = 2jXinS (5.7)
With the stubs in place, the slot design resembles a mustache, so this will be
referred to as the mustache design. We can now design a resonant slot of
arbitrary length to fit almost any ground plane and antenna spacing
requirements. In the next section, we will design a slot structure for the H-plane
base configuration from Chapter 3.
5.2 Sample Design for H-Plane Configuration
The ground plane width of the H-plane base configuration is 83 mm. We would
like to choose an arbitrary slot structure length that will fit in the system
without requiring any changes to the dimensions of the ground plane, so let the
total length of the slot structure be 65 mm, ending 9 mm from each edge of the
ground plane.
We arbitrarily choose the main slot width to be 2 mm. The stub width is
chosen to be 0.3 mm, the narrowest slot that can be fabricated on the
Electromagnetics Laboratory’s milling machine. Characteristic impedance and
effective wavelength values for these slotline widths, calculated from the
expressions in [20], are given in Table 5.1.
We have quite a lot of freedom to choose the lengths of the individual
resonators, as long as they fit within the space allotted for the entire structure.
The slot structure has a total length of 65 mm, leaving a 2 mm gap between the
ends of the mustache slots (each mustache slot has length 31.5 mm). The lines
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Table 5.1: Table of slot characteristic impedance and effective wavelength values,
calculated from [20].
W = 2 mm W = 0.3 mm
Z0 (Ω) λeff (mm) Z0 (Ω) λeff (mm)
2.34 GHz 130.3 115.3 90.0 110.7
2.35 GHz 130.4 115.0 90.1 110.0
2.36 GHz 130.6 114.0 90.1 109.7
2.37 GHz 130.7 113.8 90.2 109.2
2.38 GHz 130.8 113.3 90.2 108.8
2.39 GHz 131.0 112.8 90.3 108.3
2.40 GHz 131.1 112.4 90.3 107.8
Figure 5.1: Mustache ground plane slot design on H-plane base system configu-
ration.
will each be terminated with two stubs so that they resonate at 2.37 GHz. At
this frequency the circuit model predicts that the stub lengths should be 23.3
mm, but best performance was obtained when the length was corrected to 24
mm. The stubs are spiraled to reduce the slot structure’s footprint, which may
be the reason a length correction was required. The resulting structure is shown
in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.2: Simulated S21 for H-plane base configuration, symmetric mustache
slot structure, and asymmetric mustache slot structure (simulated results from
Ansoft HFSS).
5.2.1 Results
In order to introduce a dual resonance, an asymmetric mustache design was also
attempted. The total structure length was still 65 mm, but the individual line
lengths were changed to 31 mm and 32 mm, rather than being equal. Simulated
insertion loss data for the H-plane base configuration, symmetric mustache
design, and an asymmetric mustache design (l1 is 31 mm in one mustache
structure and 32 mm in the other) are shown in Figure 5.2. The presence of the
symmetric mustache slots decreases S21 by 7 dB at the operating frequency. The
frequency of the asymmetric mustache design’s slot-induced dip moves up in
frequency relative to the symmetric design, but no second slot-induced dip is
introduced. Radiation patterns for the mustache designs with both antennas
active are shown in Figures 5.3 through 5.6. The slot structure does not
significantly change the radiation pattern of the antenna system.
Measured insertion loss data for the H-plane base configuration, symmetric
mustache design, and asymmetric mustache design are shown in Figure 5.7. The
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Figure 5.3: E-plane realized co-polar gain (in dB) of H-plane base configuration
(black line) and systems with symmetric and asymmetric mustache slot structures
(blue and orange lines, respectively), (simulated results from Ansoft HFSS).
Figure 5.4: H-plane realized co-polar gain (in dB) of H-plane base configuration
(black line) and systems with symmetric and asymmetric mustache slot structures
(blue and orange lines, respectively), (simulated results from Ansoft HFSS).
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Figure 5.5: E-plane realized cross-polar gain (in dB) of H-plane base configuration
(black line) and systems with symmetric and asymmetric mustache slot structures
(blue and orange lines, respectively), (simulated results from Ansoft HFSS).
Figure 5.6: H-plane realized cross-polar gain (in dB) of H-plane base configuration
(black line) and systems with symmetric and asymmetric mustache slot structures
(blue and orange lines, respectively), (simulated results from Ansoft HFSS).
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Figure 5.7: Measured S21 for H-plane base configuration, symmetric mustache
slot design, and asymmetric mustache slot design.
asymmetric mustache design’s S21 trace agrees with the simulated data, showing
a single slot-induced dip near 2.5 GHz. The fabricated symmetric mustache
design, compared to its model in simulation, undergoes a frequency shift relative
to the antenna operating frequency. The most likely explanation for this is
fabrication inaccuracy due to the very narrow width of the stub slots.
5.3 Conclusions
This chapter presented a technique for the design of slot resonators for inclusion
in a ground plane to improve isolation between nearby antennas. Simulated
results showed that the symmetric slot structure reduced S21 between the two
antennas by 7 dB. In measured data, the slot-induced local minimum in the
symmetric slot structure system’s S21 was shifted in frequency relative to the
operating frequency of the antenna and its position in simulated results.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, we set out to improve the analysis and design techniques
available for ground plane slot structures for isolation of cosited microstrip
antennas. First, we examined the performance of reported designs. The scaling
behavior of the existing designs implied that antenna orientation had some effect
on the mode of slot excitation. By implementing the reported ground plane slot
designs in systems with various substrate permittivities, center frequencies, and
antenna orientations, we identified some excitation modes for ground plane slot
structures and some characteristics of their excitation behavior. We developed a
circuit model that accounts for mutual coupling between two patch antennas and
an arbitrary ground plane slot structure, which requires a calculation of the self
and mutual admittances of the ground plane slots and the equivalent radiating
slots of the patch antennas. Since the antennas and slots are well within one
another’s near fields, this calculation must be carried out numerically. Through
the circuit model we arrived at some simple design guidelines: the ground plane
slot structure should have parallel-resonant behavior in order to have very small
YSS; and in order to isolate two antenna edge slots i and j their mutual
admittances should satisfy this approximate condition:
Yij ± YiSYSj/YSS = 0 (6.1)
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In Equation (6.1), the sign of the second term is determined by the direction of
voltage definition across the equivalent slots representing the antennas’ radiating
edges, which is a consequence of the antennas’ orientation with respect to one
another and the choice of i and j. These mutual admittances still must be either
calculated or estimated, but a simple enough resonator design can be tuned to
approximate the above condition. To that end, a novel ground plane slot
resonator was introduced which has an explicit design process for determination
of its resonant frequency. The design was simple enough that its admittance
characteristics are transparently tunable by varying slot widths. Additionally,
the structure did not introduce any limitations on ground plane geometry. These
last two features are improvements over other reported designs.
Future work on this topic might investigate how mutual admittances and
mode admittances are affected by slot and antenna geometries. Since the
radiation and near-field components of a slot’s or antenna’s field have different
phases and decay rates, phase is not linear with distance in closely packed
situations. Although engineers can probably estimate the sign of Xij for simple
slot shapes, more rule-of-thumb information in this area could greatly simplify
the design of ground plane slot isolation structures.
In general, the information provided here can be helpful in the development
of more sophisticated structures for antenna isolation. The excitation and mode
investigation revealed behavior that could be exploited for polarization-agile
systems. Understanding of the circuit model and mutual admittance behavior is
crucial for the development of multiband or wideband designs. Finally, since the
circuit model represents merely a system of coupled resonators, there is no
reason this technique should be limited to slots. A resonator printed on top of
the substrate could also potentially provide isolation, and the designer would
not face the threat of leaking radiation into the backplane. The EBG structure
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in [3] is printed on top of the substrate, but a resonator designed along the
guidelines presented here would not necessarily require the fabrication of such
fine features.
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